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INFLUENCE OF ASPECT RATIO ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF 

POROSITY AND VELOCITY IN COLUMNS OF SPHERES 

 

ABSTRACT 

Internal imaging experiments are used to study assemblies of mono-size spheres in a 

cylindrical flow cell. An optical measurement technique is adopted, whereby we scan a laser 

light sheet across the column composed of refractive index matched solid and liquid materials. 

To probe the influence of boundary confinement, we examine two different aspect ratios 

(ratios of cylinder diameter to sphere diameter), for which we compare radial distributions of 

bed porosity and liquid velocity. The measurements highlight the competing roles of near-wall 

ordering and axial frustration in columns of low aspect ratios. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Three-dimensional measurements of packing geometry are useful to investigate many 

properties of liquid-granular media, including their static stability, storage capacity and 

hydraulic conductivity. In the present work, we obtain such geometry measurements for 

idealized granular media composed of mono-size spheres pluviated into a cylindrical flow cell. 

Specifically, we seek to probe the influence of boundary confinement on the resulting packing 

geometry, and on the distribution of liquid velocity and bed porosity (where porosity is 

defined as the ratio of the volume of voids to the volume occupied by voids and solid spheres). 

For this purpose, we compare sphere assemblies of two different aspect ratios, where the 

aspect ratio is defined as the ratio of column diameter to sphere diameter (Ren et al., 2005). 

Complementing previous data for a sphere packing of high aspect ratio (Huang et al., 2008), 

we report new measurements for a packing of low aspect ratio. We then interpret the observed 

contrasts between the two cases.  

In recent years, various research groups have obtained internal measurements of porous 

media using highly specialized instruments developed initially for medical imaging 

applications. These include Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), X-ray tomography, and 

Particle Emission Tomography (PET) (Khalili et al., 1998; Heinen et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 

2006). In the present work, we adopt instead an optical technique based on instruments widely 

used in experimental fluid mechanics. We image the internal geometry of the sphere 
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assemblies by scanning a laser light sheet across the column, then analyze the resulting video 

footage using the image processing algorithms of Huang et al. (2008). The approach requires 

unhindered optical access through the heterogeneous medium, which we achieve using 

refractive index matched solid and liquid materials. In the following sections, we describe the 

experimental materials and conditions (section II), the three-dimensional imaging analysis 

(section III), and our interpretation of the resulting porosity and velocity distribution 

measurements (section IV).  

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS AND CONDITIONS 

To see through a heterogeneous medium composed of solid and liquid constituents, it is 

not sufficient to use transparent constituents (Fig. 1). If the transparent solid bodies (here 

spheres made of polymethyl methacrylate, or PMMA) are plunged into a liquid of different 

refractive index (left photo of Fig. 1), light rays undergo strong path deviations at each 

solid-liquid interface. For light to go through undistorted (right photo of Fig. 1, below the 

liquid free surface), it is necessary for the saturating liquid to have a matched refractive index. 

We use for this purpose the organic liquid para-cymene (benzene, 1-methyl-4-(methylethyl)-; 

Millenium Specialty Chemicals), identified by Haam et al. (2000) as having nearly the same 

refractive index as PMMA.  

To exploit the potential of these materials, we set up a vertical flow cell composed of a 
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cylindrical column of diameter equal to 5 cm, into which we pluviate PMMA spheres which 

settle into random arrangements. To minimize light distortion, the inner cylindrical cell is 

itself encased within an outer square column, and both are filled with the 

refractive-index-matched liquid. A controlled liquid flow through the inner cell is prescribed 

using a constant head tank (for more details, see Huang et al., 2008). To complement earlier 

data obtained for spheres of diameter equal to 7 mm (Huang et al., 2008), we acquire in this 

work new measurements for larger spheres, having diameter equal to 12 mm. The 

corresponding aspect ratios are 7.14 and 4.17, respectively, and will be referred to below as 

high and low aspect ratio conditions. To focus on the influence of the aspect ratio, both sets of 

experiments are performed in otherwise unchanged conditions. The bulk porosities of the two 

assemblies are approximately equal, and velocity distributions are examined at the same 

Reynolds number. We measure the bulk porosity ε by counting the number N of particles 

introduced in the cell, then calculating 

 
cell

spherecell

V
NVV −
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where Vcell is the internal volume of the cell, and Vsphere = πD3/6 is the volume of a single 

sphere of diameter D. Bulk porosities take values 0.48 and 0.46, respectively, for the high and 

low aspect ratio experiments, corresponding to very loose packing conditions (Haughey and 

Beveridge, 1969). The Reynolds number is defined as  
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where ρ and μ are the liquid density and viscosity (ρ = 860 kg m−3, μ  =1.02 × 10−3 Pa s), D is 
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the diameter of the spheres, Q is the liquid flow rate through the cell, A is the cross-sectional 

area of the flow cell, and ε is the porosity of the granular assembly. By adjusting the supplied 

flow rate Q, we operate the cell at the same Reynolds number Re = 28 for the two cases, 

placing them both in the viscous-inertial regime (Hlushkou and Tallarek, 2006). 

Measurement of the packing geometry inside the cell are obtained by slowly scanning a 

laser light sheet across the desired measurement volume, and recording images of the 

illuminated slice using a Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera. As observed by Hsu and 

Capart (2007) and Huang et al. (2008), the laser light sheet produces bright circular halos 

upon intersecting the PMMA spheres (see Fig. 2). We exploit these halos to reconstruct the 

three-dimensional geometry of the sphere assemblies using algorithms described in the next 

section. Liquid velocities, on the other hand, are measured using automated tracking 

techniques described in detail in a companion paper.  

 

III. THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGING ANALYSIS 

The imaging analysis performed to reconstruct the three-dimensional geometry of the 

column of spheres proceeds in the following steps. Starting from the raw sequence of frames 

acquired during the laser scan, an equalization procedure is first applied to adjust the 

brightness of each frame. The sequence of two-dimensional pixel images must then be 

converted to a single three-dimensional voxel image. This is done by target-to-source 
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mapping (see e.g. Burger and Burge, 2008) using a projective transformation. The 

transformation is specified by two sets of parameters: a calibrated camera viewpoint, obtained 

using the approach of Spinewine et al. (2003; see also Tsorng et al. 2006), and the known 

position of the laser plane at the time of acquisition of each frame. The resulting volumetric 

images for the two different aspect ratios are illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and (b).  

 The next step consists in automatically retrieving sphere positions from the volumetric 

image. Whereas the circular halos on the raw two-dimensional images have different sizes 

depending on where they are cut by the laser plane, mono-size spheres in the volumetric 

image appear as spherical shells of bright pixels, all sharing the same diameter. To locate the 

spheres, we convolute the volumetric image with a voxel template representing an ideal 

spherical shell. As explained in Huang et al. (2008), the template is constructed using the 

discrete delta function proposed by Smereka (2006). After convolution, sphere centers are 

then identified as brightness peaks of the convoluted volumetric image, and their positions are 

refined to sub-voxel accuracy using quadratic fits (see Capart et al., 2002). 

 The three-dimensional assemblies of spheres reconstructed by the above algorithms are 

illustrated in Figs. 2(c) and (d). For both aspect ratios, spheres are reliably identified, as 

checked by comparing cross-sections one by one with the original images. To quantify 

positioning errors, we performed two different scans of each assembly. An error estimate can 

then be calculated as the root-mean-square difference between positions of the same spheres 
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obtained from the two different scans (after a rigid body transformation to bring the two 

assemblies in spatial correspondence). The calculations yield root-mean-square errors on 

sphere center positions of 0.71 mm and 0.32 mm for experiments with 7 mm spheres and 12 

mm spheres, respectively (high and low aspect ratios). An alternative approach is to examine 

whether neighboring spheres overlap non-physically, and by how much. This approach yields 

maximum overlaps of 0.7 mm and 0.3 mm for the two cases, which agrees with the 

root-mean-square estimates. The error registered for the new measurements (low aspect ratio, 

Fig. 2(d)) is therefore less than half that obtained for the earlier results (high aspect ratio, Fig. 

2(c)). We attribute this twofold increase in accuracy to improvements in image acquisition. 

These include a change of viewing angle (from oblique to horizontal, to reduce optical 

distortion through the cell boundaries), a laser light sheet of increased power, and a camera of 

greater light sensitivity. 

 

IV. POROSITY AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

Measurements for the two different aspect ratios are presented together on Figs. 3 and 4. Figs. 

3(a) and (b) show maps of the porosity distribution in horizontal cross-sections, averaged over 

the height of the cell. Solid fractions are shown in white, whereas the complementary pore 

fractions appear in black. The associated distributions of sphere centers are projected onto a 

horizontal plane in Figs. 3(d) and (e). For both aspect ratios, the spheres tend to array 
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themselves into concentric rings, forced by the cylindrical boundary. For the high aspect ratio 

case (Figs. 3(a) and (d)), the rings become less and less coherent towards the central axis of 

the cell, where the distribution becomes more random. For the low aspect ratio case, by 

contrast (Figs. 3(b) and (e)), the cell diameter is so small relative to the diameter of the 

spheres that only two rings can fit between the central axis and cylinder perimeter. This is not 

sufficient for coherence to be lost, and a nearly sphere-free central core is observed near the 

cell axis. To check that these features are generic, and not due to the details of the random 

arrangement of spheres obtained in a particular experiment, we conducted a second low 

aspect ratio experiment. It was performed by letting the 12 mm spheres settle again into the 

empty cell to form a different random arrangement. The results from this repeated experiment 

are presented in Figs. 3(c) and (f). Although the details of the random arrangement obviously 

differ from the results of the first experiment (Fig. 3(b) and 3(e)), the general features of the 

packings remain the same (in particular the annular structure of the spatial distribution of 

porosity).  

 For greater clarity, curves of averaged porosity are presented in Figs. 4(a) and (b). To 

estimate these average porosities, we extract horizontal slices from the reconstructed 3D 

geometry, yielding circular cross-sections of the spheres and outer cylinder at a given 

elevation z. To obtain vertical porosity profiles (Fig. 4a), the mean porosity of each slice is 

then calculated as a ratio of areas. To obtain radial porosity profiles (Fig. 4b), we first 
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discretize each slice into an array of square cells (size 0.25 × 0.25 mm2), assigned the value 1 

if the cell centre lies within the liquid domain, and value 0 otherwise. Slices from different 

elevations are then averaged together (yielding the porosity maps of Fig. 3a-c). Finally, 

average values for annuli of different radii are obtained by line integration around the 

corresponding circles using Smereka’s discrete delta function (Smereka, 2006).  

Figure 4(a) shows the vertical distribution of porosity (averaged over cell cross-sections) 

for the high aspect ratio (solid line) and low aspect ratio cases (dashed line). The porosity is 

found to fluctuate around its bulk average, with variations correlated on length scales that 

increase with sphere diameter. Vertical distances between successive peaks in porosity are of 

the order of half a centimeter, for the 7 mm spheres, and of the order of one centimeter for the 

12 mm spheres. Porosity fluctuations in the low aspect ratio case (larger spheres) thus evolve 

more gradually than those in the higher aspect ratio case (smaller spheres). Nevertheless, 

because end caps are further away above and below the measured volume, vertical porosity 

variations are relatively random in character. This contrasts with the radial distributions of 

porosity plotted in Fig, 4(b), obtained by averaging porosities over concentric annuli within 

the cell. In the radial direction, porosity fluctuations show the clear influence of the outer 

walls, with peaks and lows spaced approximately one sphere diameter apart. This periodic 

component of the porosity distribution, reflecting the nested rings structure of the assembly, is 

disrupted near the central axis of the cell. There, space becomes too tight for one more ring to 
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form, frustrating the regular arrangement of the spheres. This results in a porosity low for the 

high aspect ratio case, and a strong porosity peak for the low aspect ratio case. Note however 

that the existence of a low or peak is expected to depend precisely on the value of the aspect 

ratio, in particular its deviation away from an integer number of rings. For the low aspect ratio 

case, for instance, the cell radius (equal to 2.5 cm) is very close to twice the sphere diameter 

(2 rings × 1.2 cm = 2.4 cm).  

 To show how the radial porosity structure affects the liquid velocity distribution through 

the cell, we plot on Fig. 4(c) the radial distribution of averaged vertical velocities. Raw liquid 

velocities are obtained by particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) using algorithms described in 

Capart et al. (2002) and Huang et al. (2008). The algorithms identify and track individual 

micro-particles dispersed in the flowing liquid and illuminated with a laser light sheet in the 

axial centre plane of the flow cell. Average vertical velocities for different radii are then 

obtained by binning raw velocity vectors into an upright array of square cells (size 1 × 1 mm2), 

then averaging the vertical velocity component w column by column. In Figs. 4(b) and (c), 

error bars are added to the porosity and velocity measurements to indicate their variability. 

These error bars are obtained by coarse-graining (Rapaport, 1995; Armanini et al., 2005). We 

first obtain separate estimates for 5 different blocks (corresponding to non-overlapping 

elevation ranges), then divide the standard deviation of each group of 5 measurements by 5  

to approximate the standard deviation of their mean. 
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Comparing Figs. 4(b) and (c), it is clear that porosities and velocities are correlated, with 

large downwards velocities obtained in annuli of high porosity, and slow velocities in annuli 

of low porosity. For the high aspect ratio case (solid lines), the velocity variations are rather 

regular and limited in amplitude. For the low aspect ratio case (dashed lines), by contrast, 

variations are less regular, with especially large liquid velocities observed near the cell axis, 

where the frustrated arrangement of the spheres has created a wide corridor of high porosity.  

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present paper, we used internal measurements of assemblies of spheres to probe the 

influence of aspect ratio on the distribution of bed porosity and liquid velocity in a porous 

flow cell. The measurements obtained for aspect ratios of 7.14 and 4.17 (small and large 

spheres, respectively) highlight the strong roles played by near-wall ordering and axial 

frustration in controlling the porosity distribution in porous columns. For the high aspect ratio 

case, the cell radius is sufficiently large to let the smaller spheres adopt unstructured 

arrangements in the axial region. For the low aspect ratio case, by contrast, two highly 

structured concentric annuli form. Moreover, repeating the experiment by randomly pouring 

spheres again into the empty cell show that this structure is robust. Details of the arrangement 

change, but the annular structure remains the same. In turn, structured porosity variations lead 

to preferential annular and axial zones in which the liquid can flow more freely, leading to 
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higher velocities. By estimating positioning errors and the variability of the porosity and 

velocity measurements, we have checked that the observed features are significant relative to 

the measurement noise. Nevertheless, a key limitation of the present work is that only two 

different aspect ratios were examined. To check and extend the above observations, it would 

be interesting to cover a wider range of aspect ratios, and also to examine the possible 

influence of slight changes in aspect ratio, say by only a fraction of the sphere diameter. These 

tasks are suggested as useful avenues for further work.  
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FIGURES 

  
(a)                       (b) 

Fig. 1    Transparent solid spheres immersed in liquid: (a) solid and liquid of different 
refractive indices; (b) solid and liquid sharing the same refractive index. 

 

 
Fig. 2    Volumetric images and bed geometry reconstructions from laser scans: (a) voxel 

image, 7 mm spheres; (b) voxel image, 12 mm spheres; (c) reconstructed 3D 
geometry, 7 mm spheres; (d) reconstructed 3D geometry, 12 mm spheres.    
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Fig. 3    Porosity maps and sphere center distributions for two different aspect ratios: (a) 

porosity map, aspect ratio = 7.14; (b) and (c) porosity maps from two different 
experiments, aspect ratio = 4.17; (d) center distribution, aspect ratio = 7.14; (e) and 
(f) center distribution from two different experiments, aspect ratio = 4.17.    
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Fig. 4    Averaged porosity and velocity distributions for high aspect ratio (solid line) and 

low aspect ratio experiments (dashed line): (a) vertical profile of cross 
section-averaged porosity; (b) radial profile of porosity averaged over annuli; (c) 
radial profile of averaged vertical liquid velocity. In (b) and (c), error bars represent 
one standard deviation above and below the mean profiles.  


